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Abstract
We present novel direct-touch centered paradigms for exploring time series data visualized in a coordinated multi-view display.
The views can be easily and flexibly configured by choosing from various adapted or enhanced time-oriented visualizations. A
vocabulary of robust direct-touch gestures enables the user to create, filter, derive, and focus on subsets of time-oriented data
within the temporal dimension as well as the (data) records dimension. Our two-dimensional Focus&Context technique works
particularly well with our extension to horizon graphs, which enables interactive scaling from area charts to multiply folded
Horizon Graphs down to pixel-based visualizations and back.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Computer Graphics]: User Interfaces—Graphical user
interfaces

1. Introduction
Analyzing time series data sets consists mostly of a set of recurring basic tasks such as defining ranges, comparing ranges within
or across time series, exploring a temporal range at higher resolution, or creating subranges in time or subsets of time series. Our
work was motivated by the observation that multitouch displays
allow the definition and manipulation of a range by simply using
two fingers of the same or different hands. Thus, we developed a
framework for research on touch-centered paradigms for visualizing and interacting with time-oriented data. Multiple time series
can be shown with a set of different time-oriented visualizations in
a coordinated multi-view layout. Since well known interfaces using touch displays such as iOS or Android usually do not follow
the conventional windowing paradigm but rather present their apps
via full screen or splitting it for two apps; we also follow this approach but support a flexible and recursive tiling to take advantage
of larger screens. We contribute the following touch interactions for
exploring time series datasets:
• A vocabulary of touch gestures (altogether referred to as Segment
and Zoom) in order to create, filter, and derive sets and subsets
of time-oriented data within the temporal dimension, as well as
in the (data) records dimension.
• An interactive extension of Horizon Graphs [RP08] referred to
as Pinch and Fold for appropriately folding and scaling entire
sets, as well as individual Horizon Graphs, which serves as a
multi-focal Focus&Context technique.

• A seamless way to transform regular Horizon Graphs into pixelbased representations and back again.
• United Focus as a two-dimensional Focus&Context approach
combining the focus on a subset of the time series with an
orthogonally-defined focus region along the time axis.
Our video [RROF18] demonstrates the fluent analysis of time series
datasets with our multitouch gestures.
2. Related Work
The number of publications focusing on time-oriented data is immense; however a useful entry point and overview is Aigner et al.’s
book [AMST11]. Another good source is Keim’s work on pixeloriented visualization techniques [Kei00]. In this work he classifies the different techniques at hand to develop pixel-oriented
visualizations and formalizes their design process. Circle Segments [AKK96] is a pixel-based, time-oriented visualization technique presenting multiple dimensions of a dataset where the discrete time steps are mapped to individual pixel colors from the
center outward. Circle View [KSS04] is somewhat similar to the
previous technique but time-spanned data is binned and visualized
as an area. The aggregation allows the presentation of an arbitrary
amount of data in the given screen space but lacks information
about an individual datum. However, circle-based techniques cannot use only a fraction of the pixels on today’s rectangular 16:9
aspect ratio screens. Our system follows a more obvious layout depicting the temporal dimension horizontally and the record dimension vertically, which can make use of the entire resolution of a
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display. Hierarchical Temporal Patterns [LAB∗ 09] use a calendarlike matrix interface to present the data in a hierarchical fashion
and thus visualizes the data at different time granularities at the
same time. Again, the data for a specific time-span is aggregated
and represented as an area in a calendar-like interface allowing an
identification of recurring patterns in the data.
Horizon Graphs were first developed as a space efficient method
to visualize stock data [RP08]. The technique uses a special kind
of area charts for each individual stock. In order to preserve screen
space, each graph is vertically partitioned in discrete bands colored
with increasing saturation. Each range is then layered on top of the
band previously being located directly below. Negative values are
flipped and drawn in a different hue. While the interpretation of
horizon graphs has to be learned, they can be more effective than
standard line plots when the chart sizes get quite small [HKA09].
Perin et al. [PVF13] further extended horizon graphs by allowing
the user to adjust the baseline for each graph interactively. They
also introduced an interactive zoom for values. The zoom does not
change the height of each chart whereas our approach increases or
decreases the folding of the Horizon Graphs.
ThemeRiver [HHN00] follows a different approach and uses
stacked graphs around a centered x-axis to visualize quantity values over time. A very nice improvement of this technique was presented by Byron and Wattenberg [BW08] by emphasizing aesthetics to bring this kind of visualization to a mass audience. With
TouchWave [BLC12] Baur et al. extended stacked graphs by introducing touch-based interaction techniques. They provide a flexible way to query specific values and aid in the vertical comparison
between different items. They also focus on scalability, especially
for smaller touch-based devices. Another addition is the introduction of hierarchies within the stacked graph to hide some of the
complexity. A more general and formal approach to multi-touch
gestures was developed by Kammer et al. [KWK∗ 10]. They developed a grammar and a test framework to investigate the ease of use
of their proposed gesture formalization. Our approach focuses on
a minimal set of touch gestures with one, two, or four touchpoints
(two per hand) that work well with our screen tiling approach and
time-oriented data.

3. Visual Concept
Our approach of arranging and dividing the working space resembles some aspects of tiling window managers preferred by many
professional UNIX/Linux admins and developers challenged with
multiple terminals to track and to interact with. We also aimed at
preserving screen space and avoiding occlusions, as well, by recursively tiling so each pixel of the full resolution is used for displaying information at every step during interaction. This is especially
intended for group situations such as presentations or analytics sessions with a leading analyst operating the system. Interacting with
a display with bare hands is an advantage, since arranging views
with a classic window system may interrupt the flow of a presentation. For this reason we also do not provide scrollbars. Instead,
we employ approaches that adapt and extend Focus&Context techniques.
When starting our visualization system, the workspace is empty

Figure 1: Splitting the screen by adding a new view of the selected
dataset showing a different visualization technique. While dragging
the new view across the existing views the system provides instant
feed forward about the tiling possibilities and where the new view
is going to be positioned after dropping it (upper image). The lower
image shows the result.
and any of the datasets shown in the right part of the top bar can be
selected. Any of the visualizations depicted in the left part of the
top bar can simply be dragged into the workspace filling then the
entire space available. Additional visualizations can be integrated
as easy as the first one. The tiling possibilities are instantly highlighted while dragging (see Figure 1 top). Each view indicates five
areas for dropping the visualization. Choosing the center replaces
the current view with a new visualization, whereas taking one of
the outer areas splits the view into two equally sized views (see
Figure 1 below) and shows the new one in the chosen area.
As a coordinated multi-view approach the system provides linking within the time dimension across all views using a timestep
marker which can be moved by by a simple finger swipe. Furthermore, a coordinated time range selection defined by two fingers,
see Figure 2), and a coordinated subset selection within the data
records dimension are also provided. Multiple records can be chosen by tapping on them individually (not depicted).

3.1. Segment and Zoom
Segment and Zoom is an interaction technique that is inherently
woven into our tiled view management to switch between a given
(over)view and a selected detail range within one view as well as
composing a new setup of overview and detail (see Figure 3) by
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Figure 2: A coordinated range selection for highlighting a certain
time region across all views is simply defined by touching the two
ends of that range with one finger per hand (right view) at the same
time. A defined range can be readjusted later for all views by moving it along the time with one finger in one of the views (not depicted).

Figure 3: Composing a new detail view from a given overview can
be invoked by dragging a previously defined temporal range (as in
Figure 2) with one finger towards the desired position (left). Dropping the range (right) divides the given space (here vertically) between the old view (or any other view) and the new one according
to the splitting rules. A defined time range can be combined with
the selection of one or multiple records resulting in a new detail
containing only a temporal range of a subset of the records (not
depicted).
simply defining a time range (see Figure 2) at the beginning. Double tapping the selected time range invokes a magnified preview
of it in the same view. It can either be used further as a regular
view in another scenario or it can be doubled tapped again to return
to the previous view (not depicted). The second possible route is
to create a new detail sliced out of the given (over)view by simply dragging the selection towards a suiting space where it can be
dropped (according to tiling rules). After releasing, a new detailed
view appears (see Figure 3). Such a Segment and Zoom setup can
be recursively composed (by using the new detail as new overview)
or created manifold by selecting and dragging other time periods,
which may eventually result in a cascade of derived views. Segment
and Zoom also considers the record dimension orthogonal to the
time dimension by intersecting selected time ranges with selected
records. This yields a new detailed view containing this particular
subset regarding the chosen time range and selected records/time
series.

Figure 4: Two views show the same data with different vertical
space available. Compressing a view reduces (bottom view) the
vertical space for each Horizon Graph, which is compensated by
an increasing number of foldings (and thus the number of saturation steps per color hue). Such a view can be compressed down to a
minimal size (by so many foldings) that each of the Horizon Graphs
results in a single line of pixels and thus is being transformed into
a pixel-based visualization. Vice-versa enlarging a view (top) decreases the number of foldings in each Horizon Graph.

Figure 5: Two particular Horizon Graphs (stock prices of IBM and
Microsoft) have been emphasized by Pinch and Fold meaning they
have been almost fully unfolded except that the values above and
below the initial threshold are still shown in the same space encoded by red and blue.
3.2. Pinch and Fold
A view’s content has to be responsive to scaling according to the
aforementioned interactions or when the view borders are directly
dragged in order to increase or to decrease the space for a particular view. We propose a direct-touch based extension for scaling a
set of Horizon Graphs [RP08], which integrates well with the Focus&Context paradigm.
Each Horizon Graph is initially displayed with a certain number
of foldings appropriate for the space vertically available. When the
available space changes through an interaction, the number of foldings is automatically adapted. It means that, eventually the entire
view can be interactively scaled down (by dragging its borders) to
a minimal size (by so many foldings) so that each single horizon
graph results in a single line of pixels. Therefore a set of Horizon
Graphs is transformed into a pixel-based visualization by an increasing number of foldings even though this is not a completely
smooth process due to the discrete folding levels. Figure 4 presents
the same set of Horizon Graphs in two different views at two different sizes and therefore with different numbers of foldings. The
lower one nearly achieves one Horizon Graph per pixel line. Although only a diverging colormap with different saturation levels
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for the two colors (e.g. red and blue) remains for mapping the values, the visualization can still serve as an overview of the general
trend and reveals potential outliers similar to classic pixel-based
visualizations (see Figure 4, bottom view). This adaptive folding
approach can also be initiated within the view with individual Horizon Graphs in order to emphasize particular Horizon Graphs over
the other ones. A vertical Pinch and Zoom gesture adaptively adjusts the height of the Horizon Graph between the two fingers and
simultaneously folds/unfolds it accordingly (see Figure 5). Thus, it
can be considered as a type of foldable multi-focal Focus&Context
applied on a set of Horizon Graphs.
3.3. Temporal and United Focus
Deriving a new view from an existing range or invoking a temporary preview has disadvantages either by occupying existing space
or by switching an entire view twice. Focus&Context is intended to
solve these problems by emphasizing a focus region while showing the rest in a compressed form. Our approach allows defining
a temporal focus region easily by touching the visualization with
two fingers of each hand. Dragging horizontally expands or shrinks
the focus region to its desired size while adapting the space for
the context accordingly. Creating multiple focus regions is possible (see Figure 6), as well as creating United Focus regions where
a temporal focus region is combined with unfolded (via Pinch and
Fold and, thus, emphasized) records resulting in a two-dimensional
Focus&Context display as in Figure 7.

Figure 7: United Focus is a two-dimensional Focus&Context approach combining a temporal focus region (defined and resized by
two fingers per hand) with two particularly emphasized records
(Horizon Graphs) previously unfolded and expanded via Pinch and
Fold (see Figure 5). The other records remain in their vertical scale
only being affected by the temporal focus.
views belonging to one cascade (maybe even on their individual
parent-child relations within), but also on distinguishing these multiple cascades. Widening our use scenario towards multi-user support is going to make identifying multiple cascades of views even
more challenging aside from other problems such as user identification and handling more than two hands on the display.

Figure 6: Two temporal focus areas were defined along the time
axis. The contextual information before, between, and after is
shrunken in order to fit into the remaining space.

4. Implementation Details
The system is developed from scratch on Ubuntu Linux using
a 55 inch 4k tabletop display equipped with a touch overlay of
iac.technology. The touch input is handled via the TUIO protocol.
View management and tiling are entirely realized on top of a tailormade 2D scenegraph that is rendered directly on graphics hardware with OpenGL. The test data is stock market data gathered with
daily granularity from stocks in major indices such as Dow Jones,
SP500, Dax, and Tec-Dax. The system is not especially made for
stock market data though. It works for most time-oriented data sets.

Our new Pinch and Fold technique extends the construction, appearance, and interactivity of Horizon Graphs. The obvious next
step is enabling intelligent vertical scaling or folding of other visualization techniques. For pixel-based visualizations this could be
realized, for instance, by either adaptive accumulation of data values while scaling or by a mipmap-type approach that directly serves
the appropriate value for each pixel at each view size.
While our touch-based interface was motivated by the observation that the left and right boundary of a range can be directly and
in parallel specified by two fingers or two hands, our visualization
techniques could be operated by mouse-based or pen-based input
as well. However, which of the interfaces is more efficient or preferred by users, remains to be studied in future work.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
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